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are brick, stone blocks and wooden blocks. Asphalt and con-
crete have been used to a slight extent. The difficulty with
these types lies in the fact that frequent removal for repairs
is not only accompanied with much labor and expense but there is
no salvage of material for replacement as there is with practically
all types of block pavement.
Blocks, however, have the disadvantage that it is practically
impossible to make such pavement watertight. If not water-
tight the life of ties and wooden blocks is greatly impaired and the
freezing of water under and between blocks is very likely to cause
bulging and cracking of the surface of the pavement. This latter
difficulty has been overcome in some instances by setting the
blocks in cement grouting.
Creosoted wooden block pavement with a tar binder has found
much favor during the last few years. It is practically waterproof
and of long life while not difficult to install and replace. It
offers a less slippery and harsh surface for the feet of horses and is
readily fitted into shallow rails and round special work. In
some instances where insufficient expansion joints have been
left to care for the rather great expansion which takes place in hot
weather, difficulties with upheaval of the paved surface have
been met, but properly installed wooden blocks have produced a
cheap, efficient and long-lived pavement in many large cities even
when subjected to heavy vehicular traffic.
Special Work.—Special work, which is the term given to track
switches, frogs, crossings and, indeed, practically all track
construction not made up of standard rails, is usually subjected
to relatively heavy traffic and a correspondingly great amount of
wear. This special work is sometimes made up of sections of
rails set in steel castings or it may be entirely a steel casting.
Recent practice tends toward the use of manganese steel for such
castings where the expense seems warranted while in other cases
manganese steel "points" are inserted in the casting at the proper
location to receive the greatest amount of wear. Much difference
of opinion is expressed as to whether these inserts should be made
removable or permanently installed. If the former practice is
adopted it is very difficult to replace satisfactorily the worn out
insert as the remainder of the casting is usually badly worn also.
Even with manganese steel points, however, some saving is prob-
ably possible if the construction of the special work is so designed
as to permit of their replacement.
Considerable advance has been made during the last few years

